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Abstract

This paper proposes that high savings out of top incomes con-
tributed to the steady wealth income ratio amongst US households.
I explore counter claims regarding capital gains and housing prices
and find they had very little influences on the trends and magnitudes
of household net worth, relative to income. Using the dynamics of
inter-group accumulation rates, I propose an accounting decomposi-
tion formula which captures savings rates for any reference group.
This methodology is applied to data from national accounts, balance
sheets and income distribution statistics in order to compute saving
rates for the Top 1% of households in the US income distribution. The
estimates support the idea that high savings from top incomes have
captured a growing share of wealth between 1980 and 2010.
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1 Introduction

Is US household wealth growing and if so how is it being accumulated and who
are its beneficiaries? These are perhaps some of the most interesting issues in
contemporary political economy. Ever since Piketty and Zucman (2014) have
documented that capital is back in advanced economies, considerable debate
has revolved around the measurement and valuation of wealth and capital,
as well as their respective distribution. An increase in wealth, relative to
income, can be both the result of capital accumulation and revaluation of
existing assets. It is therefore useful to ask just what role either factor has
played in recently observed trends.

Many authors have recently conjectured1 that the rise in the US wealth
income ratio resulted from an appreciation of housing prices. Since the own-
ership of housing is relatively (sic) more egalitarian than income, perhaps
wealth inequality may be overstated. Although these matters are predom-
inantly empirical, an empiricist is often routed to neoclassical production
theory in order to obtain factor shares and wealth measurements. This facil-
itates an answer to a long standing puzzle - NIPA personal savings have been
stagnant in real terms since the 1990s so it must be the case that the a rise
in wealth is linked to asset prices, not capital accumulation. If households
realize capital gains from asset appreciation, particularly non reproducible
ones such as land, then this could in theory end up absorbing a majority of
the savings necessary for any observed change in net worth.

In this paper I show that such notions do not materialize when inspect-
ing the US national accounts and administrative data. Residential capital
contributes relatively small proportions to household net worth. I further
propose that while there is no dramatic rise in the wealth-income ratio, the
milder trends are driven by an underlying pattern of high incomes being
saved at higher rates. Households in the top income fractiles have in essence
absorbed a huge chunk of household net worth by saving more than others
and earning incomes which in index terms grow faster than national income
and consumption. I utilize NIPA and Flow of Funds data along with income
distribution data compiled by the Congressional Budget Office to make an
accounting decomposition and obtain saving estimates applicable to any frac-

1See for example Rognlie (2015), Knoll et al. (2014) and Stiglitz (2014)
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tile if income and wealth shares can be observed. The relative saving rate of
the top 1 percent of the income distribution tends to be at least 300% of the
aggregate saving rate according to my calculations.

This paper carefully documents important national accounting definitions
and indices to stay consistent with accumulation through new claims on
financial and non financial capital as opposed to residential capital which may
serve as a positional good or non-reproducible asset. I start by addressing
the concerns of the literature that favors the asset price recovery approach -
i.e wealth has risen as a consequence of housing bubbles and capital gains.
Price indices flatter the actual value of housing. As a share of GDP, housing
services have broadly remained stable around 10-14% between 1980-2010.
The share of household net worth in real estate also shows no dramatic
movements. Removing housing completely, I obtain a household net worth
estimate which makes the reader less sanguine about these asset price effects.
I then use a simple dynamic law of motion for capital accumulation to derive
relative savings rates using income and wealth distributions. This estimate
is an accounting identity which easily compresses into a steady state formula
if there is equilibrium income and wealth inequality.

To my knowledge this is the first such decomposition which stays consistent
with official accounts. A recent dataset by Saez and Zucman (2014) attempts
a similar decomposition but estimates savings before capital gains are real-
ized. I use an aggregate wealth-income ratio which appropriately weighs both
stocks and flows while also presenting an alternate wealth-income series com-
pletely excluding residential capital and its imputed output. As a method,
this can be used to obtain the relative savings rate at any level of granularity
conditional on observed variables. The issue that arises here is that detailed
data to match income and wealth for the same persons is not available. The
Survey of Consumer Finances oversamples wealthy households but does not
take account of the Forbes 400 by design while traditional household surveys
are top coded to ignore top incomes. I use an estimate for wealth shares us-
ing reported capital income from administrative surveys. Such an approach
is not unheard of and follows the methodology of Kennickell (1999). Simi-
larly to address the problem of combining distributions, Saez and Zucman
(2014) capitalize2 administrative income data to obtain a wealth distribu-

2Their capitalization technique is briefly summarized in later sections
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tion. To account for concerns regarding differential rates of return on assets,
I offer a range of adjusted estimates but find that up to acceptable levels of
heterogeneity they make little difference to my saving rate estimate.

Two main findings emerge in this paper. Firstly, even completely exclud-
ing residential capital and adjusting for capital gains, household net worth
is almost 400% of household disposable income. In the 1980s, household
wealth was worth 3-4 years of household income. By 2010, this figure was
closer to 4-5 years of income even in the most conservative estimate. Given
the falling personal NIPA saving rate, this is explained by the second finding
- increasing top incomes have been saved at high rates and crowded out the
remainder of the households from aggregate household wealth. Between 2000

and 2010, an average household in the top 1
100

th
of the income distribution

would have earned approximately $1.2 million and transmitted at least $0.4
million into their wealth portfolio. This saving rate has ensured that there is
not much distinction between US households considered the top wealth hold-
ers and those considered to earn the highest incomes. The members of this
group are also equally likely to be earning their incomes from self-owned busi-
nesses, income generating assets or high salaries. Hence labor and business
incomes must be saved aggressively to match and generate capital incomes
enjoyed by the already wealthy classes. The bottom 99th percentile have
been drawing on savings to finance consumption but their social wages are
supplemented with employer contributions and transfers that add to lifecy-
cle and precautionary saving. Pensions and social insurance are a significant
share of household wealth and income respectively and their growth at the
pace of top incomes mitigates downward pressure on the net worth of all
households on the balance sheet.

Relative to the existing literature, this paper makes a small set of contribu-
tions towards the methodology and estimation of savings from top incomes.
The baseline savings residual series I obtain is a smooth rate, plausible within
the existing range of similar attempts at lower levels of granularity. It is the
only time series for the relevant period that records the saving rate of the top
fractile of the income distribution. Income is a broader distributional con-
cept - the bottom 50th percentile of the wealth distribution own no wealth
but the bottom 50th percentile of the income distribution do receive income
through wages and transfers. Additionally my estimate tries to track pure
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accumulation as closely as possible, without inviting any criticism of housing
prices. These estimates can be used to calculate NIPA consistent disag-
gregated national accounts that track the flows of income and expenditure
between households and other sectors.

2 Evidence and literature

2.1 Wealth, capital and prices

Since my claim is biased towards savings, I start by addressing the counter
claim - i.e changes in wealth due to asset price bubbles and profitable trans-
actions in existing assets. The central claim of my review is that even if there
were substantial effects from the price of assets, in particular real estate, then
official balance sheets have not recorded them. I conclude this section with
alternative estimates of net worth-income ratios for the household sector.

In the flow of funds households’ net worth is measured as residential capital
and financial claims on sectors in the form of bonds, equity etc. If these claims
do not change in volume, via the formation of new savings, but net worth
still expands then by inference asset prices have gone up and capital gains
end up absorbing savings. According to the decomposition by Piketty and
Zucman (2014), the increase in the wealth income ratio was approximately
split 70:30 between new savings and asset price inflation (capital gains).
Estimates by Rognlie (2015) and Knoll et al. (2014) on the other hand
attribute over 70% of the increase to housing prices.

To explain this notion, Stiglitz (2014) proposes a simple explanatory
variant3 - production functions with productive capital and labor while land
is fixed and lasts to perpetuity. In the unit elastic case, the relative change
in wealth (dW ) for a change in productive capital (dK) is:

dW

dK
= 1 +

R

Y
∗ 1− α

α

Where R is the rent generated from land, Y is output and α is the production
function coefficient on capital. For reasonable parametric values of α, a

3See pg 15, Stiglitz (2014)
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simple simulation highlights the proportionate changes in wealth and capital.
Empirical feasibility4 of elasticity considerations aside, in this framework
even a unit change in productive capital, can more than double wealth if for
example α = 0.2 and rents constitute 30% of output.

20 40 60 80 100

Share of rent in outputH%L

2

4

6

8

10

d W

d K

Α = 0.1

Α = 0.2

Α = 0.3

Figure 1: Wealth and capital changes in the unit elastic case

One can use this reasoning to attribute changes in wealth not to accu-
mulation but in fact the price effect from fixed land. Are rents such a high
proportion of GDP? According to the NIPA accounts, rental income is the
the net income of landlords from current production and is usually estimated
from an entry in the personal consumption expenditure column known as
housing services. At almost no point in the period between 1980 and 2010
has this entry ever been in excess of 13% and mostly remains stable between
11-12%. The table below summarizes the share of housing services in GDP:

Share (%) Period

11.4 % 1980-1990
11.7 % 1990-2000
12.1 % 2000-2010

Table 1: Housing Services in GDP (current prices). Source: Bureau of
Economic Analysis

Rents are a proportion of this item and generally calculated by deducting
maintenance, tax and interest related expenses. The actual rental income of

4See for example Rognlie (2015) and Chirinko (2008) who emphasize elasticities ranging
at best between 0.4 to 0.6, especially in net rather then gross terms.
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persons recorded in NIPA as a residual is in fact a much smaller proportion
of GDP, generally in the order of 2-3%. Since some imputations are made5

for owner occupied housing, actual rents paid to landlord may in fact be
around 6-8% of GDP. Thus even in the case that there is unitary elasticity
of substitution, it would be hard to explain a dramatic rise of wealth relative
to capital, using rents and housing. It is true, by most contemporary indices
that there is period of dramatic rise in housing prices, relative to net worth.
However, as Figure (2.1) below shows, most of the recent increase is during
the turn of century houseing bubble.
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Figure 2: Price indices, household net worth relative to disposable income
and the rate of profit. Source: Bank for International Settlements (BIS),
Federal Reserve of St Louis, Piketty and Zucman (2014) and author’s com-
putations

In the left panel, household net worth in real estate actually declines, in
index terms, during the mid 1990s (presumably due to more attention on
the internet bubble) relative to household net worth.6 The BIS and Piketty
and Zucman (2014) price indices for housing show a significant rise during
the 2000s housing bubble and this did impact the housing net worth index
enough to move it above net worth. Did the price bubbles amount to true
growth in wealth?

5See the note Housing Services in the National Economic Accounts: Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis, available at http://www.bea.gov/papers/pdf/RIPfactsheet.pdf

6Both numbers are ratios against household disposable income.
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The right panel compares the rate of return and the BIS housing price
index for price movements - during the ascending bubble (2000-2006) the
rate of profit declines in index terms relative to the housing prices. Any
empiricist studying these trends using neoclassical interpretations of capital
could be optimistic, because in this system, housing capital is measured only
by price indices or the rate of return.7 But the true value of housing capital
is in fact the actual rent it generates for its owner and as previously shown,
the imputed output of housing has stayed stable relative to total output and
indicates no pressing scarcity valuation. As long as the revenue generated by
housing capital is growing at more or less the same pace as all output, there
is no reason for housing wealth to increase in the long run.
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Figure 3: Source: Federal Reserve of St Louis

Shiller (2015) also expresses doubt that house prices outside of small
bubbles have really deviated from so-called fundamentals, attributing most of
the perceived increase to irrational and psychological impulses. In particular
because excess housing demand is concentrated in a few urban areas, house
price indices can overplay the importance of the housing sector in the United
States. In fact as the figure above shows, in terms of households’ wealth share
the housing bubble was actually a period of recovery for real estate assets on

7Since assets are tradable on the market, the price of housing capital is equal to
Rent

Rate of Return
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the household balance sheet. The financial accounts of the US are calculated
at market prices so they capture, in principle, asset prices and capital gains in
net worth calculations. The actual value of residential capital is presumably
much less, once equipment, construction, depreciation and structures’ cost
are fully taken into account.

2.1.1 Recomputing household wealth

It seems clear that US households have maintained their net worth as a
whole, regardless of whether real estate is counted. As per the Schanz-
Haig-Simons definition, all income not used up in consumption contributes
to a change in net worth. In the NIPA accounts this would only derive from
saving, which has been declining as a share of GDP for some time. How-
ever since the flow of funds values assets at market price, it includes capital
gains on transactions involving existing assets as well. The ratio of net worth
to NIPA disposable income thus shows an additional fluctuation component
because the numerator includes a component which the denominator disre-
gards.8

Since NIPA only measures current production it does not record capital
gains, but since individuals report capital gains on their taxes it is possible
to at least approximate the share of capital gains to household income. I use
these facts to compute of a more comprehensive set of household net worth to
income ratios. Capital gains are sourced from a CBO study9 and calculated
as a share (δ) of total income. This share is then added to NIPA disposable
income, so that:

β =
Net worth

NIPA Disposable income
,

βcomp =
Net worth

Income
=

Net worth

NIPA disposable income (1 + δ)

The figure below shows four time series. The solid lines are β and βcomp

straight as defined above while the dashed lines remove net worth related

8A discussion on these measurement issues is carried out by Guidolin and La Je-
unesse (2007) and Baker and Rosnick (2011)

9The Distribution of Household Income and Federal Taxes (2010), available at
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/44604
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to housing for β. For the estimate of βcomp without housing, A portion of
the output of housing services is also deducted from NIPA disposable income
to entirely discount any effects related to ownership of real estate.10 The
denominator weighs more as we move from the solid red series straight from
the accounts to the most comprehensive imputation in the dashed black
series. However, the net worth ratio is still a very significant number and
by the peak of the housing bubble, even the most conservative estimate
(βcomp without housing) reflects a net worth equaling four years of disposable
income.
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Figure 4: Household net worth to disposable income ratios. Source: Federal
Reserve of St Louis, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Congressional Budget
Office, author’s calculations

Almost all introspections regarding asset price effects tend to be too op-
timistic about the role of capital gains. Conditional on the accuracy of the
flow of funds, it seems plausible that household wealth - the result of past
saving, policy shocks and price effects - is a significant amount and displays
an increase between 1980 and 2010. Removing housing and scaling up with

10This calculation is done under the assumption that the income generated by housing
output is equal parts imputed and actual payments to landlords. Further, I attribute a 50
percent cost of maintenance and depreciation to this revised computation. Thus 75% of
housing services are removed
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capital gains related income actually ends up undermining the crash in net
worth due to the 2007 sub-prime shock. It thus makes sense to pay attention
to the role of savings in capital formation and track the groups that engage in
this accumulation. The next subsection discusses the distribution of wealth
and savings with steady, non dramatic growth in household capital stock.

2.2 New savings and distribution of wealth

Suppose there are no asset price effects. In an economy on a balanced growth
path, capital stock can grow at the natural rate independent of a steady
state distribution of wealth. With equal saving across the labor force, the
distribution of wealth and income at equilibrium will only be differentiated
if the marginal product of some segment11 is greater than others. This was
shown in Stiglitz (1969) using a one good neoclassical framework.

Without focusing on marginal conditions to differentiate income, Saez
and Zucman (2014) utilize this framework. The equilibrium wealth share
of any segment is the product of their relative saving propensity and their
share of income. In principle this means that even with a small share of in-
come, any segment can improve their share of wealth by simply saving more.
On the other hand, any class of wealthy progeny could sustain their share of
wealth by simply spending a small proportion of the periodic capital income.
Although assumptions on patrimonial society need to be imposed, broadly
the authors (ibid) use administrative data12 to find that in fact wealth in-
equality is higher than income inequality due to a high relative saving rate.
According to their computations, the wealthiest 1% improved their share
from 25% in the early 1980s to almost 45% by 2012.

11Since marginal pricing is used, labor earns its marginal product. If skills are scarce,
then a skilled segment would earn greater income. There could in principle be other factors
which may endogenize this marginal premium such as wealth endowment at birth, network
effects or geography.

12To deliver these estimates, Saez and Zucman use the capitalization technique i.e using
capital income to infer wealth, under the assumption that capitalization factors are the
same for everyone. Suppose a person reports $10 worth of capital income on a bond
which has a 10% rate of return, then it can be inferred that their stock of wealth in that
bond itself has a capitalized value of $100. By matching capital income reported on tax
returns across households with the rate of return for every asset class, the authors arrive
at estimates of wealth inequality.
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The differential savings hypothesis is resonated with similar findings on
top coded income distribution data by Dynan et al. (2004). When savings
and class come about, there is no guarantee of homogenous savings across
the board. Dissatisfied with complex distribution models, Carroll (1998)
emphatically contends that the super rich must value saving for wealth in
itself, rather than simply inter-temporal consumption switching, precaution
and bequest.13 In principle since aggregate stocks and flows are available it is
possible to construct a simple accounting framework to provoke a contentious
question. Suppose households in different income groups remain the same
and the observed wealth to income ratio holds, what level of savings could
translate observed group incomes into observed group wealth?

3 Decomposing the rate of top saving

2 4 6 8 10
Income

5

10

15

Savings Rate H%L

Savings after capital gains

Savings before capital gains

Figure 5: Numerical differences in the rate of saving before and after capital
gains, as income goes up but change in net worth remains constant at 20%
of income. Capital gains are 5% of income.

To capture the group saving propensity, Saez and Zucman (2014) try and
decompose changes in wealth and income, as observed in administrative in-

13Simple class oriented models of wealth distribution tend to prove more accurate than
the results of workhorse dynamic models with degrees of heterogeneity and explanatory
inputs like idiosyncratic risk. See the survey in De Nardi (2015)
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come tax data.14 However they make the crucial assumption that any capital
gains are made after saving. Although in some cases this can be true, it is
also likely that an individual’s saving is affected by any gains made over the
course of the year and can significantly affect any computations. For exam-
ple, if a person’s observed change in net worth is 20% of income and capital
gains made after savings are 5% of income, then savings account for 75% of
the increase in wealth. On the other hand if savings are made on income
including capital gains then savings are fully responsible for the addition
to wealth. The figure above shows the difference between residual savings
rate estimators if capital gains are included or separate from savings out of
income.

In terms of pure capital accumulation, any reference group (i) would be
observed to increase their share of capital if they accumulate faster than the
rest of the economy. If the growth of their wealth share is zit and wealth
owned by group Ki grows at the rate gi, then:

zit = git − gt,

Where git =
K̇it

Kit

and gt =
K̇t

Kt

Now based on the accounting identity for pure accumulation i.e change in
wealth (K̇) equals savings out of income (sY ), this produces the following ac-
counting identity relating the group’s saving propensity, income and wealth:

git =
siYit
Kit

thus zit = si
Yit
Kit

− s Yt
Kt

To keep expressions compact, suppose the accumulated wealth to income
ratio is β, the share of wealth (Ki

K
) is Zi and the share of income (Yi

Y
) is πi,

then the decomposition can be written in the form:

siπit = (β.zit + st).Zit (1)

14Wealth levels and shares are computed by capitalizing income from assets with rates
observed on the flow of funds
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This expression basically relates the total savings of the reference group as a
share of total household income to the wealth share dynamics and the aggre-
gate wealth-income ratio. If wealth and income inequality can be observed
for any group and zi is estimated as the average growth of wealth share over
a lifecycle (say 30 years), then the residual sit can be calculated. Like Saez
and Zucman, this decomposition hinges on the patrimonial class assumption
- there is no inter-group marriage and all households reproduce at the same
rate.

Without detailed data on inter group movement, these estimates are syn-
thetic but still a useful approximation tool. For example, at β = 400% and
a long run aggregate rate of saving (s) of 10% if income inequality is 15%
but wealth inequality has been growing on average at 2% then Zi = 35%
corresponds to a rate of saving si = 42%. At equilibrium, wealth distribu-
tion reaches a state of rest and in expression (1) zi = 0 and si equals the
aggregate saving rate times the ratio of wealth and income inequality. If the
reference group’s wealth share is 400% of their income share then they have
saved at four times the rate of other households. Essentially this corresponds
to the same identity as Stiglitz (1969) and Saez and Zucman (2014) - wealth
inequality will equal income inequality times the relative saving rate.15

Z∗
i = π∗

i .
si
s

4 Application to top incomes

This section applies the decomposition to estimate the rate of saving of the
top 1 percent of the income distribution.16 Using the Flow of Funds and
NIPA, aggregate ratios (β and s) can be observed but it is much harder
to obtain share of both income and wealth shares for the same households.
Although the SCF allows this to some degree, by design it leaves out wealth
holders at the absolute top.17 The CBO provides a detailed decomposition
of the income distribution using tax data, including the sources of income

15The section at the end of this paper discusses the likelihood of such possibilities
16Amongst other differences, Saez and Zucman (2014) do their application for the top

fractiles of the wealth distribution.
17There is also oversampling correlated with wealth portfolios. See the discussion in

Kennickell (1999) and Bricker et al. (2015)
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by function (wages, capital income, capital gains etc). If the rates of return
for group portfolios are known, then distribution of capital income itself can
give an approximation of wealth shares.18 In the single asset case, the wealth
share of any group is their share of capital income times the relative rates
of return. Any realized excess return for the reference group (λi) acts as a
weight in proxies involving the capital income share(Pi

P
).

Zi =
Ki

K
≈ Pi

P
∗ 1

1 + λ

where ri = r(1 + λ)

Heterogeneity in rates of return (λ 6= 0 ) can be a prickly issue. In full
information perfectly competitive markets there should be no difference on
the rate of return but it is only natural that well-to-do households possess
and try to capitalize (sic) on advantages. These may be in the form of insider
knowledge, ability to spot good invest opportunities and hiring professional
services (such as hedge funds) to pick more productive assets. In such cases,
portfolio compositions can make differences.

There are two recent but differing views on this matter especially when
dealing with fixed income assets. As per Bricker et al. (2015) market
rates of interest differ on interest generating assets and are not accounted
for in capitalization rates used by Saez and Zucman (2014), especially at
the levels of top 0.1% wealth holders. The latter (ibid) do extensive tests
and record no significant differentials in groups and fractiles, as opposed
to individuals. The top 1 percent of households of the income distribution
are a significantly sized group, since all income earning families in the United
States are counted. Without detail on portfolio compositions, I make a proxy
estimate of Zi using the share of reported capital income from the CBO.
This captures income generated by different components through direct and
indirect capital claims such as fixed income assets, debt instruments etc.
To compensate for any return differentials, I compute Zi for λ = 0, 5%
and 10%. These imputations are within a reasonable boundary, since fixed
income claims are not the only component of these asset portfolios.

18Saez and Zucman (2014) utilize this concept in their capitalization technique. By their
calculations, returns equalize across asset classes even if there is noise at the individual
level. Like the CBO study, they use administrative income tax data which proves helpful
for my data in terms of asset returns
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4.1 Characteristics of top income groups
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Figure 6: Saez Zucman wealth share of Top 1 wealthy housholds vs proxy
estimates of the wealth share of the Top 1 income earners in the United
States with adjustments for differential returns. Source: Saez and Zucman
(2014), Congressional Budget Office and author’s calculations

As the figure above shows, the trajectory of the wealth share is similar when
considering top fractiles of both the income and wealth distribution. Hence-
forth I will use IRT1 to denote the top 1 percent of the income distribution
and WRT1 to denote the top 1 percent of the wealth distribution.

In the 1980s, by the proxy estimate the IRT1 owned approximately 22% of
household wealth and by the 2000s this figure had crept up to around 35%.
Higher rates of return associated with IRT1 through the λ = 5%, 10% series
further reduce their wealth share by upto 4%, relative to λ = 0. Although
IRT1 own a lower share of wealth than WRT1 on average, if capital gains
are not counted their share of income is also lower than average, as per the
figure below.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Top 1% shares in total income and mean incomes,
CBO (income ranking, capital gains excluded) vs Saez-Zucman (wealth rank-
ing)

In terms of sources of income, over the three decades a member of IRT1
is almost equally likely to receive salaries, interest and dividends or propri-
etors income from business ownership. This is an important issue because it
undermines any formulation of a class of heirs spending their family fortunes
over their lifetime. It is in fact quite likely that tax avoidance issues may lead
some business owners to report a portion of labor income as capital income.
To improve their capital income shares over time as seen in figure (6), at the
very least these households invest significantly proportions of income into
equity and debt instruments in the financial market. On the NIPA classifi-
cation scheme, this would be not be reported as consumption out of NIPA
disposable income and automatically be picked up into NIPA savings.

Labor (%) Capital (%) Business (%) Period

29.3 % 36 % 30.7% 1980-1990
32 % 36 % 27.8 % 1990-2000

30.4 % 34 % 32.17 % 2000-2010

Table 2: Composition of IRT1 income by source. Source: CBO

4.2 Savings estimates

This subsection reports the results of IRT1 savings by applying the formula in
expression (1). Computations are made using proxy values of Zi with λ = 0,
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0.05 and 0.1. Two sets of estimates are made using βcomp and βcomp (excluding
housing in net worth and disposable income) and summary statistics of these
series are reported in the table below. βcomp weighs stocks and flow equally in
order to account for any capital gains related net worth fluctuations. βnohous

comp

removes any price effects related to housing, thereby producing a purely
accumulation related estimate of relative savings.

Measure Zi Yi βcomp βnohous
comp

Mean 29% 14% 500% 403%
Min 20.5% 10% 437% 338%
Max 40.4% 19% 589% 489%

Table 3: Summary statistics related to decomposition formula
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Figure 8: IRT 1 savings rate with (left panel) and without housing (right
panel) in income and net worth. The blue line shows Saez and Zucman’s
WRT 1 rate. Source: Saez and Zucman (2014) and author’s calculations

The above figures show a relatively smooth savings propensity from top
incomes. Interest rate differentials make very slight shifts to the series, al-
though the accumulation rate for all households (s) shifts the savings rate on
the order of 10 points. The table below summarize the baseline estimate, for
s = 15%, λ = 0 and βnohous

comp against other related estimates in the literature.
These parameters correspond to capital accumulation by residents, zero rate
of return differentials amongst groups and housing excluded respectively. The
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dramatic blue series is Saez and Zucman’s estimate and shows the difference
made by capital gains - savings fluctuate sharply, going as high as 78% or
crashing almost to 2% of annual income. Their estimate for the wealthiest
1% is close to my baseline value although the difference can be explained
by the difference in distributions (income vs wealth). A top income earner
trying to join the wealthiest groups must save more, compared to wealthiest
fractiles of the population. The Carroll computation is a merely illusory me-
dian savings rate for capitalist spirit agents, based on his numerical model.19

Since Dynan et al. (2004) make estimates using quintiles, their savings rate
lags by a gap of 25 points although their estimations use the Panel Study for
Income Dynamics (PSID) data and definitions rather than NIPA.

Saez-Zucman Dynan et al Carroll Baseline

Top 1 wealth Top quintile income Capitalist spirit Top 1 income

37% 25% 50% 45%

Table 4: Savings rate proximity to literature. Source: Saez and Zucman
(2014), Dynan et al. (2004), Carroll (1998), author’s calculations

4.2.1 Drivers of the saving rate

The savings rate at the top of the income distribution reflects income in-
equality and wealth concentration in the United States. Since an initial
comparative drop in index value (see figure below), the wealth share proxy
(Z) has followed the income share (π) and surpasses its slope starting in the
period 2000-2001, which moved up the baseline saving rate from 40 to 50%.
βcomp and βnohous

comp move in synchrony with each other, thus patterns in their
respective estimators are replicas of each other.

The long run driver of the savings rate is a non-dramatic but slow rise
in the wealth-income ratio. If wealth grows at a steady rate with income,
the savings rate estimator is a multiple of the aggregate saving rate as long
as the group wealth share itself is growing. The difference between income
inequality and wealth concentration determines this multiple.

19Carroll (1998)
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Figure 9: Relative indices of drivers of the saving rate. Net worth to dispos-
able ratios or βcomp and βcomp with housing completely removed. Author’s
calculations

5 Conclusion

There is considerable public and academic interest in distribution statistics,
such as the share of income held by households in the upper echelons of the
national salary rankings. While measures such as the Gini coefficient are used
to report dispersion of income, they do not fully capture the concentration
of wealth and income amongst the top fractiles of the population. For this
reason, important measures depicting such statistics tend to report wealth,
property income, equity and labor income amongst the bottom 90th, top 5th,
top 1 and even the top 0.1 percentiles of the population.

Such statistics are not without reason. As far back as the 19th century,
Vifredo Pareto discovered power-law relations in the distribution of income
amongst members of society. Much time has passed, but this finding has
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not been rendered obsolete.20 This paper does not undermine any influence
that statistical equilibrium laws have on the distribution of existing assets.
There are in fact many forces at play, in the long run, which work to re-
distribute wealth in terms of concentration or even towards equality. The
United States runs a very significant supplementary mechanism such as as
employer contributions to pure wages and besides transfer schemes. As the
figure below shows, for a long time, the bottom 99 percent of the income dis-
tribution have received a steady stream of contributions towards the build
up of long run lifecycle assets. This runs in contrast to aggregate private
and personal saving rates (net), which are fully consistent with the stagnant
US real wage - most of the population cannot afford to finance consumption
without sacrificing savings.
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Figure 10: Income supplementing transfers, top 1 income and NIPA savings.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, CBO, author’s calculations

Non market forces are a pervasive influence on asset and income distribu-
tions, regularly interrupting any so called equilibrium path. A reader can for
example argue that if saving rates are so highly correlated with wealth and

20See for example the thermal and super thermal income and wealth distributions in
Yakovenko and Silva (2005) which distinguish most of the population and the top fractiles
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income then why don’t such classes own all the wealth. Say for example there
is no borrowing between classes, and the relative saving rate of a reference
group is 400% with 25% share of income. This should mean at equilibrium
they own 100% of wealth. Considering these rates use calendar years for
their frequency calibration, it stands to reason that even a simple neoclas-
sical model approaches convergence in time steps on the order of centuries.
It would be hard to argue, given recent history, that policy and regimes will
not disrupt the distribution of capital and wealth.
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